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	Includes complete instructions and resources for duplicating and customizing  the material in the book  
	Delves into the latest versions of three popular Linux distributions: Red  Hat, Slackware, and Devian GNU/Linux  
	Features three usable, real-world case studies: a home user desktop system,  a corporate e-commerce software development environment, and a Linux-based  firewall 


Linux-based operating systems are extremely powerful and flexible, but  unlocking that power and flexibility requires knowledge and understanding of how  the system works. Tuning and Customizing a Linux System goes beyond the  mere basics of using and administrating Linux systems to cover how such systems  are designed. Through detailed analyses of three popular Linux distributions,  example configuration and administration tasks, and three real-world case  studies, you will come away with a genuine mastery of Linux-based operating  systems and perhaps even Unix-like systems in general.

Tuning and Customizing a Linux System is geared toward users of Linux  systems who already know the basics, but aren’t yet gurus. The author fills in  the gap left by other books, creating a bridge from the basics of “how to” to a  level of true mastery. You’ll find detailed examples of what a Linux  distribution actually consists of and explore three popular distributions in  detail, learning useful techniques along the way. This provides you with a  complete, practical understanding of what’s going on under the covers.
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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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System-on-a-Chip Verification - Methodology and TechniquesSpringer, 2000
System-On-a-Chip Verification: Methodology and Techniques  is the first book to cover verification strategies and methodologies  for SOC verification from system level verification to the design  sign- off. The topics covered include Introduction to the SOC design  and verification aspects, System level verification in brief, Block  level...
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Drupal User's Guide: Building and Administering a Successful Drupal-Powered Web SitePrentice Hall, 2011


	In the late 1990s I began my career in Web development by making simple Web

	pages while studying at college. My degree in science and the environment combined

	with my summer jobs of Web site building landed me a job as a project manager at a

	firm making Web sites for environmental organizations. The in-house programmer

	would...
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Internet Core Protocols: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
For network administrators, support professionals, and system designers, intimate knowledge of the network protocols that are the foundation of the Internet is crucial. Internet Core Protocols: The Definitive Guide is a superb summary of the nitty-gritty details of the most important Net standards.
 This book assumes you have a working...
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Eclipse : Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Eclipse has established itself as a dominant force in the application-development space. Key to the success of Eclipse is the ability of developers to extend its functionality using plug-ins.
This new edition of Eclipse: Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins is the definitive, start-to-finish guide to building commercial-quality Eclipse...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you’ve been photographing digitally for any length of time, you have probably been seduced by the easy way you can continue pressing the shutter release and seeing your work pop up on your camera’s view screen. All goes well as you download memory card after memory card into your computer. After a number of months or even years go...
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